In February of 1828, writing from Brighton to his former wife Lucie, Hermann Ludwig Heinrich, Prince von Pückler-Muskau, related the case of the English merchant and financier Peter Thellusson who, when he died in 1797, left a will posing huge difficulties for his family. Rather than allowing his considerable fortune to go to any of his living heirs, Thellusson ordered that his estate remain untouched for decades until a later generation could inherit, at a time when its value should have vastly increased. Pückler is intrigued by the story and comments on the potential of great wealth for doing good works: “What marvelous objects might be attained by such a fortune well applied.”

Peter Thellusson’s will was infamous; immediately challenged by his family as a form of “posthumous avarice,” it provided long-term grist for the British legal system. Just as in the fictional case it eventually inspired—Jarndyce v. Jarndyce in Charles Dickens’ *Bleak House* (1852–53)—for sixty years the lawyers made a good living from the otherwise inaccessible fortune; the family did not. When the inheritance finally came due in 1856, the anticipated gains had all but vanished.

Pückler’s letter, written almost thirty years before that unhappy dénouement, was prompted by his encounter with two members of the Thellusson family during a stay in Brighton. He was much taken with the prospect of coming into enormous wealth, which in his own case would have allowed his dreams for Muskau to be realized. But rather than expound on his personal ambitions, he goes on to relate the story of someone else he met in Brighton, an elegant middle-aged man, once “one of the most admired beaux of the metropolis” ("einer der erfolgreichsten Stutzer der Hauptstadt"), who had, unhappily, run through his fortune too quickly. One day this man happened on a map of America and made up his mind to emigrate, choosing as his new abode the primeval forests on the shores of Lake Erie. There, Pückler tells us, he became “ein Ansiedler,” a “backwoodsman” in Sarah Austin’s inspired turn of phrase.

The prince, himself an admired beau of the metropolis who found himself fortuneless, had also planned a trip to America, although he never realized that desire. Hence the anecdote resonates with Pückler’s life, although imagining him as an isolated settler in the American Urwald, hewing down firs to keep his log cabin warm, doesn’t come readily
into focus. The letter goes on to relate how the exiled Weltmann made a success of his Eden-like surroundings: increasing his family and expanding his influence and his property until he possessed the equivalent of a small principality—“ein kleines Fürstentum”—with an income that allowed him to return regularly to England for the season, where he lived, to quote Pückler “with all the aisance [ease, affluence] of a fashionable man of the world.” We cannot but recognize here a fantasy Pückler might have conjured up for himself.

Pückler’s account of the Thellusson will intrigued the American writer Edgar Allan Poe, who cites this letter in a tale published in 1842 as “The Landscape Garden” and in an expanded version under the title “The Domain of Arnheim” (1846). It is assumed that Poe read Pückler’s letters in Austin’s translation, since his German was weak or nonexistent. It is intriguing, however, that in alluding to the above passage, he nonetheless managed to get closer to Pückler’s meaning than did Austin, for he renders—in quotation marks—Pückler’s comment as: “in contemplation of so vast a sum, and of the services to which it might be applied, there is something even of the sublime.” Is it possible that Poe got this from the French translation?

In any case, in “The Domain of Arnheim” Poe’s narrator expands on the notion of beautifying the landscape, which becomes the climax of his story. The protagonist, a certain Ellison (surely an abbreviated Thellusson), having unexpectedly inherited a fortune of $450 million, determines to spend his windfall in the creation of a landscape garden, the art form he reveres as the ultimate expression of man’s poetic gifts. In a turn on the paragone debate over the correct ranking of the fine arts, Ellison dismisses poetry, painting, music, and sculpture in favor of landscape design, as his friend the narrator explains:

But Ellison maintained that the richest, the truest, and most natural, if not altogether the most extensive province, had been unaccountably neglected. No definition had spoken of the landscape-gardener as of the poet; yet it seemed to my friend that the creation of the landscape-garden offered to the proper Muse the most magnificent of opportunities. Here, indeed, was the fairest field for the display of imagination in the endless combining of forms of novel beauty; the elements to enter into combination being, by a vast superiority, the most glorious which the earth could afford. In the multiform and multicolor of the flowers and the trees, he recognised the most direct and energetic efforts of Nature at physical loveliness. And in the direction or concentration of this effort—or, more properly, in its adaptation to the eyes which were to behold it on earth—he perceived that he should be
employing the best means—laboring to the greatest advantage—in the fulfilment, not only of his own destiny as poet, but of the august purposes for which the Deity had implanted the poetic sentiment in man.8

The high regard for the art of landscape gardening is certainly in keeping with the prince’s views. But Pückler offered further inspiration to Poe: another of his letters provided the locus behind Ellison’s ideal landscape garden, namely the “Arnheim” of the title.9 Pückler’s evocative description of an extensive garden that he came upon during a trip from Wesel to Arnhem in Holland (“Arnheim” in German) is reborn as the setting of otherworldly perfection culminating Ellison’s four-year quest for the ideal site. For Poe’s narrative concludes with a remarkable description of Ellison’s ultimate journey to his perfect landscape garden. Although the account begins, as Pückler’s does, with plodding matter-of-factness (“The usual approach to Arnheim was by the river”), it closes in a wild turbulence of synesthesia and magic. We float in ivory canoes, pass through gates of burnished gold, and are regaled with a list of intense sense impressions.10 The way appears barred at various points, yet we always manage to proceed further into the garden. Elaborate gates open just for us; waters seem to part, until the tale ends in a sensual rush:

There is a gush of entrancing melody; there is an oppressive sense of strange sweet odor,—there is a dream-like intermingling to the eye of tall slender Eastern trees—bosky shrubberies—flocks of golden and crimson birds—lily-fringed lakes—meadows of violets, tulips, poppies, hyacinths, and tuberoses—long intertangled lines of silver streamlets—and, upspringing confusedly from amid all, a mass of semi-Gothic, semi-Saracenic architecture sustaining itself by miracle in mid-air, glittering in the red sunlight with a hundred oriels, minarets, and pinnacles; and seeming [to be] the phantom handiwork, conjointly, of the Sylphs, of the Fairies, of the Genii and of the Gnomes.11

This is a landscape garden extraordinaire! But, of course, it is not a real place or, indeed, any place designed by man. It is as if Ellison, having conceived the idea of the Perfect Landscape Garden, has achieved his goal by entering another dimension.12 The space we enter is not a garden or even a landscape but a realm where we are fully enveloped in an otherworldly nature, where there is no shepherd, no wildman, no farmer, and from which there may well be no return, the final and radical end of the pastoral ideal.

What is the relationship between this kind of visionary description and Pückler’s aspirations for an ideal park? What role does the evocative
image play in Pückler’s own literary creations of gardens? As part of an answer, I propose to chart the tradition of the literary garden from its rationalist, Enlightenment roots to the eccentric, late Romantic point of view exemplified by Poe.

**Popular Literature, Travel, Gardens, Landscape**

The evocative landscape journey in Poe’s narrative participates in a long literary tradition that melded the popular genres of travel account and memoir, and it is a descendant of the pastoral idealization of primitive life invested in an emotionally charged natural world. By the late eighteenth century, a growing reading public was eager to pursue literary works of particular genres. The market for cookbooks and travel literature as well as for periodicals and tabloids, for instance, was much larger than for “high” literature, just as the audience for the stormy tale of Werther outstripped that for Faust. By then, it had become possible for a writer to make a modest living from the trade, although writing was a less affluent profession in Germany than in England; it has been pointed out that Sir Walter Scott earned more from his writings in three years than Goethe did in his lifetime. Nevertheless, these decades witnessed the introduction of reading groups, and there were complaints of an epidemic of “reading madness”; the German public was overcome in a Briefwut, a craze both for writing and reading letters. Accordingly, travel literature also developed a cultic following.

The German publishing industry was not only prolific in its own right but very efficient in translating contemporary works from other languages; many books appeared in German within one year of their initial publication, and these translations were generally of high quality. Goethe and others of his generation were rightly proud. In fact, in the *Briefe*, Pückler reports a conversation with Goethe, the “spiritual king” (Geister-König) of the German language, who speculated that the quantity and excellence of German translations would soon make it unnecessary for an educated person to know any other language. It is our loss, at least in Pückler’s view, that he himself was not active as a translator, since he had the highest regard for his own skills in this arena. As he wrote to Lucie: “There are few translations that please me more than my own.”

The reading fad became especially intense around 1800 when, it has been said, the British were undergoing an industrial revolution, the French a political revolution, and the Germans a “reading revolution.” There may have been more skimming and citing than in-depth perusal. In the “Vorspiel auf dem Theater” in *Faust*, the director bemoans the deplorable literary taste of his own audience members, complaining vehemently about their indiscriminate fondness for lightweight tabloids and
indicting them as appallingly widely read.\textsuperscript{20} All of which is to say that the audience for the works we are considering here was anything but esoteric or specialized. It was enthusiastic and often quite informed. In the nineteenth century, much reading material was acquired through subscription, and the building of vast private libraries was no longer the sole province of princes: for example, a master tailor in Hanau owned over 3,600 volumes.\textsuperscript{21} Gardening, too, was a hot topic. In 1861, Friedrich Döchner, a natural scientist and pomologist, published an alphabetical catalog of all the garden-related books and periodicals that had appeared in Germany from 1750 to 1860.\textsuperscript{22} Amazingly, the list is nearly two hundred printed pages long and includes over three thousand titles.

**Hirschfeld’s Garden Landscapes and the Pastoral**

The author of numerous publications named in Döchner’s *Bibliotheca Hortensis* is Christian Cay Lorenz Hirschfeld, dubbed by Michael Niedermeier “the Kiel pope of recent garden art.”\textsuperscript{23} It was Hirschfeld who introduced the German reading public to the history and theory of gardens and garden design through a number of books and periodical publications focused on gardens and the natural landscape. He achieved a large following throughout Europe, for if actual travel was impossible for most, *virtual* travel was quite affordable for the eager audience described above. Several of Hirschfeld’s tomes were quickly translated, paraphrased, and pirated in a number of languages, especially the work for which he is best known, the *Theorie der Gartenkunst* (*Theory of Garden Art*), which first appeared as a single volume and was later expanded into five volumes published simultaneously in German and French between 1779 and 1785, the year of Pückler’s birth.\textsuperscript{24}

In the preface to his bibliography Döchner quotes two sentences encapsulating the profound importance of the “art and science of gardening.” They are taken from the *Kleine Gartenbibliothek* of 1790, a journal edited by Hirschfeld.

> The garden’s influence on human beings is endlessly beneficial as long as they know to honor it with taste, diligence, and attentiveness. Within its bounds they find things that can lift high their spirits, instill goodness in their hearts, invigorate, nourish, and strengthen their bodies; yes, at every time of the year or day, in all circumstances, in every situation, joys without number.\textsuperscript{25}

Clearly the idealized view of the garden proposed in the late eighteenth century proved tenacious, and Döchner’s use of this quotation more than seventy years later nicely epitomizes the longevity of the pastoral
tradition running from antiquity through Hirschfeld and up to Doch-‌nahl’s own time.

The *Theorie* is the most impressive of Hirschfeld’s works; on the model of encyclopedic histories, its chronological and geographical sweep is huge, from Babylon to remote Pacific islands, from mankind’s first designs upon the land to the present. Along the way the author expounds upon theories of nature and the natural landscape, analyzes debates over the art of garden-making, and offers models discussing these topics in prose and poetry. He gives few practical hints, however—his book is entitled *Theory of Garden Art*, after all, and he was trained in philosophy. Hirschfeld does touch on the economic aspects of garden-making, such as suggesting gardens for different incomes, but there is little pragmatic advice. He saw the garden as a paradigm for the organization of society, where the owner/ruler is attentive to his subjects’ rights and welfare just as he is to maintaining the natural beauty of his estates. The enlightened prince or landowner benefits from these practices as well; by wisely improving his property, he will benefit the peasant farmer as well as his own family and heirs. This sounds like a prescription for the fulfillment of Pückler’s dreams.

Hirschfeld importantly offered his readers inspiration—not only by reaffirming the universal benefit of gardens, but by proffering a literary plan for our emotional response to the beauty of the world, both natural and artificial. His speculations on the nature of beauty and on man’s relationship to the landscape are augmented by a great many descriptions of places—mainly of expansive gardens and princely estates done in the “natural” style. Since his personal travel was restricted to northern Europe, the descriptions by his pen are limited to those areas—the rest are taken from the reports of others. If we look not at his philosophical arguments but at a few of his own descriptions, we can observe how he structures the literary experience of the landscape and garden for his readers, and we can then follow this kind of evocation as it evolves in the writings of Pückler and then Poe.

Descriptions of rural delights hark back to classical pastoral poetry. Indeed, these lines from Theocritus could well pass for an eighteenth- or nineteenth-century paean:

High above our heads waved many a poplar, many an elm tree, while close at hand the sacred water from the nymphs’ own cave welled forth with murmurs musical . . . On shadowy boughs the burnt cicalas kept their chattering toil, far off the little owl cried in the thick thorn brake, the larks and finches were singing . . . the yellow bees were flitting about the springs.
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As Ernst Robert Curtius points out in his comparison of this passage with a well-known bucolic scene from *Faust*, the lines are “saturated with actual observation.”\(^{28}\) Thus the tradition lived on in the late pastoral in Germany, most prominently in the works of Hirschfeld’s slightly older contemporary, Salomon Gessner; both writers lead their readers to the sweet, clean breezes of the mountains, the fragrance of lovely bowers, and the splendor of a sunset over distant hills; both present a rural setting as the ideal locus for a happy and virtuous life. Horace’s *beatus ille* lived on.\(^{29}\) Hirschfeld’s prose does not aspire to the sentimental heights of Gessner’s religious idylls, however. As an enlightened thinker, he valued moderation, and this is reflected as much in his views on garden design as it is in his rhetoric. He had also absorbed the theory of associationism—an Enlightenment proposition about the linking of particular feelings to particular sights. Indeed, emotional response was a central tenet in Hirschfeld’s view of landscape, and his descriptions of gardens are typically replete with references to the experience of the viewer. Yet his narrative voice maintains a certain objectivity; he names, describes, and analyzes subjective responses but does not recreate them. Rational distance prevails.

Certainly the image of a shepherd’s bucolic life had a special appeal to a literate public trapped in putrid cities, and Hirschfeld touches repeatedly on this theme. Whatever the reality of his readers’ daily trials, his word pictures offered an attractive escape.\(^{30}\) In a long description of the gardens at Marienwerder, we watch with him as the dawn casts long shadows over the grass and water, as a rich green emerges on all sides, and rustic paths wind through a stand of birches or beside hermitages and artificial ruins.\(^{31}\) In a particularly programmatic finale, Hirschfeld outlines the panoply of feelings that this place arouses, essentially a list of the most desirable emotions a garden can elicit: “Cheerfulness, joy, gentle and sweet melancholy, love of quiet and solitude, of friendship and virtue, sorrows forgotten, the rising above life’s folly, and even a presentiment of the scenes from a yet more lovely world.”\(^{32}\)

The rhetorical commonplace of ancient descriptions of grove and pleasance, mixed forest or *locus amoenus*, were no longer strictly observed in the eighteenth century. Nonetheless, the elements are still clearly recognizable: the soft meadow, the sun-drenched field, the wild forest. Hirschfeld acts as our guide through these places. And even when the images pile up in considerable quantity, we follow along. Here is an example describing a simple country cottage:

> We are touched still more, especially after the noise of the city and open thoroughfares, to discover a lovely rural dwelling in an unexpected valley, standing there in quiet charm next to a small
rill that has strayed from a passing stream; the clear waters are happy to reflect the image of this delightfully pastoral hut; at its windows lilacs and grapevines grow companionably; nearby fruit trees spread a sweet twilight, and before the entrance, towering above everything, stands a tall linden tree whose shade already provided refreshment to our forefathers; in the forecourt are various kinds of poultry, all making up one harmonious family, some hiding quietly in the shadows, some splashing in the water, some in a gay throng flying past the full hand of the owner as he steps outside, their different voices and movements thanking him for his generosity. Joyful abode of peace and simplicity! Touching picture of innocence, all that is left us of Eden’s bliss!33

Hirschfeld invites his readers to share his reactions. He begins by reminding us of the emotional impact of the scene, contrasts its peace and quiet with the bustle and noise of the city; the hand of the gardener—nature’s keeper—is present in the lilacs and grapevines; we are led to think of our own history (our forefathers); we sense a whole array of feelings, nearly all of those enumerated in the passage quoted above: even gentle melancholy is here in “all that is left us of Eden’s bliss!” This is not a scene we can visualize in any specific way, but we have a clear sense of its various components and the proper response is specified for us: delight mixed with “melancholic longing” (wehmütige Sehnsucht). It is pastoral, but without nymphs, references to Apollo or Pan, without lyrical outpouring. It is sentimental but imbued with a certain analytical remove.

In Hirschfeld’s judgment one of the principle qualities of a proper garden is its ability to elicit emotion, and movement (Bewegung) is a central tenet whereby this is accomplished. Hirschfeld abhors stasis, one reason for his rejection of the “formal” garden. Instead it is movement that is essential, with its dual constituents of motion and e-motion.34 A garden visitor moves through a scene, the landscape elements move as well, and the result is emotionally moving. We see this in the description of Marienwerder where Hirschfeld acts as the reader’s surrogate in a series of strolls through the park as each vista opens up, each tree or statue comes into view, each new feeling is evoked. Hirschfeld strikes many of his major chords here: a unity between truth and art; the role of subjectivity; the spirit of variety. We are on a voyage, travelers led by a persuasive guide whose measured responses are intended to become our own.

Although Hirschfeld predates the Romantic movement in German literature—officially inaugurated in 1797—there are a number of qualities in his writing that seem to anticipate its preoccupations. By this I do not mean his repeated use of the term “romantisch,” which would have been
judged too superficial and sentimental to have passed muster with the movement’s founders. Rather, it is his emphasis on the centrality of engagement with nature and his appreciation of transitoriness that reappear in amplified form in the writings of the Romantics.

Pückler’s Idylls

The subtitle “Pückler’s Idylls” may appear unduly anachronistic, since it has been argued that the pastoral, however venerable its tradition might have been, is a literary form that disappeared in the nineteenth century at the first breath of ridicule, and that neither Gessner nor any of his followers managed to “survive the laughter of Herder.” Still, when pastoral elements were integrated into other genres, they did survive. And even though we might expect the worldly Pückler to laugh along with Herder, we in fact find him interspersing idyllic descriptions in his own narrations. Indeed, we might decide that “romantic idylls” is a perfect fit.

All of Pückler’s characterizations of gardens and landscapes are his own accounts. They do not encompass the broad chronology of Hirschfeld’s survey, but they offer the armchair traveler the chance to accompany a single, spirited guide to a wide range of spots on the globe, many exotic and vividly experienced. Although contemporary critical response to Pückler’s writings varied from rave reviews (Goethe, for instance) to polemical attacks, he was extremely popular with the general reading public—in England as well as in Germany. Today he is valued for his entertaining wit and astute social and political commentary. Yet his accomplishment as a literary portrayer of gardens and landscapes has been undervalued, and mostly ignored.

I propose to look closely at a few passages from the Briefe and the Hints in the hope of locating Pückler within the evolving tradition we have seen reaching from antiquity to Hirschfeld’s Enlightenment pastorals. We will see that some of Pückler’s descriptions adhere more closely than others to conventions like the locus amoenus and beatus ille, and we will also find Hirschfeldian themes such as the importance of movement for animating landscape and eliciting emotion, or the benefit of paths, “the walker’s silent guides that must serve to lead him, without force, to discover every pleasure the area has to offer.” Sometimes Pückler incorporates these tropes in ways that would have left Hirschfeld quite content. In the second part of the Hints, for instance, as in Hirschfeld’s tour of Marienwerder, Pückler uses paths as a narrative strategy, accompanying the reader through a series of walking tours of Muskau, turning our gaze to the changing views of the landscape as we move along, and insisting that we judge an object, and a garden, as it appears to us, not as it is. Our subjectivity is what counts. Or in the Tour he includes a kind of
inventory of all the elements contributing to the harmonious beauty of Kenmare\textsuperscript{39} and ends with a comparison emphasizing experience and emotion that would also have been much to Hirschfeld’s taste: “a perfect park,—in other words, a tract of country idealized by art,—should be like a good book, which suggests at least as many new thoughts and feelings as it expresses.”\textsuperscript{40} Pückler extols this garden’s many virtues, where every shrub and tree is planted with a sense for moderation and appropriateness, certainly desirable Hirschfeldian assets. Yet the tone is intensified by Romantic tropes—views into the “darkening wood” (Walddunkel) that leave some things disguised, a “veiled loveliness” (verschleiere Schönheit) that imparts an air of mystery, engaging the imagination of each visitor in a different way.

We can find other descriptions in which this romantic aura is amplified, not just in vocabulary but rhetorically, for example, in Pückler’s account of the trip to Arnheim—the one mentioned above as a springboard for Poe. His narrative, like Poe’s, starts out objectively, with no hint of what is to come: “My journey from Wesel to Arnheim was tedious enough. The horses toiled slowly on, through a dull country, amid endless sand.”\textsuperscript{41} However, his words soon begin to soar as he is relieved to find a dull journey transformed by the “magical” effect of “an endless park” through which his carriage rolls softly, its spinning wheels “so inviting to the play of the fancy.” This account and its transformative sweep from the mundane to the sublime was clearly a source for Poe’s description of Ellison’s otherworldly “Arnheim”:

Although there are neither cliffs nor mountains in the endless park I was traveling through, nonetheless the high embankments up which the road sometimes climbs, the number of substantial country houses. . . . the numerous colossal groups of trees rising from meadows and plains or above clear lakes, grant the landscape just as much variation between height and depth as painterly views of the most picturesque type; yes, its greatest quality consisted in just this unbelievable movement and diversity of objects . . . cities, villages, palaces with their rich environs, villas of every architectural style with the most charming flower gardens, boundless stretches of grass with thousands of cattle grazing, lakes . . . innumerable islands . . . myriads of waterfowl . . . —everything joins hands in one continual joyous dance into which one is transported, as in a dream, by winged horses, while ever new palaces, still other cities appear on the horizon, their high Gothic towers melting into the clouds in the crepuscular distance . . .\textsuperscript{42}
Pückler’s descriptive technique is itself inherently emotive. The vocabulary and sentence structure, like the landscape, are filled with “unbelievable movement and diversity,” carrying us along without pause. The words and images mount up, many romantically charged, building to a joyous, dreamlike dance. Even the conventional imagery is prodigious—myriads of birds, immeasurable grasslands, villas of every conceivable style. The distance is crepuscular, the park endless, the groups of trees colossal; we are awed by innumerable cities and palaces. This is not a picture we could draw—it is an experience to be re-imagined. There are similarities with Hirschfeld’s pastoral scenes, but with an increased expressive charge; Pückler does not describe feelings, or list them, he elicits them through words and rhetorical devices. His literary park has achieved his goal for a real park, both awakening emotions as well as expressing them.

The effect on the reader is also reminiscent of some of the great writing of the German Romantics. Indeed, in the powerful language, the rich imagery, even in some of the specific vocabulary, we can hear echoes of German Romanticism, for example certain passages from Novalis’s “Story of Hyacinth and Roseblossom”:

Now the countryside grew richer and more varied again, the air soft and blue, the path more level; green groves lured him with lovely shade, but he did not understand their language, in fact, they did not seem to speak, and yet they filled his heart with green colors and a sense of cool stillness. That sweet yearning rose higher and higher in him, and the leaves became broader and juicy, the birds and animals noisier and jollier, the fruits more like balsam, the sky darker, the air warmer, and his love ever more ardent, and time passed more and more quickly, as if it sensed it was near its goal.43

Talking shrubbery is, of course, common enough in Romantic imagery—on occasion we find Pückler himself being greeted by a personified world.44 And his Arnheim description recalls the Novalis passage in the gradual acceleration of sentences, the multiplying of comparatives and images, the sense of being engulfed by nature. Yet for Novalis, as for Poe, the external landscape is illusory; the green shrubbery, gentle air, rustling leaves are atmospheric signs of a state of mind. In Pückler’s descriptions, the Romantic tropes compel us, but we remain cognizant of the existence of an outside world as the source of imagery. Behind the scenes we sense what Curtius termed “actual observation.”

The Hints too, which was intended as a practical guide and which Pückler himself worries may be judged tedious,45 contains the occasional evocative description imbuing the pastoral with the Romantic:
Imagine, for instance, among the precipices and waterfalls, the dark pine woods and blue glaciers of mountainous Switzerland, a classical, antique building, a palace from the Strada Balbi, sumptuous in its decorative flourishes, surrounded with high terraces, with rich multi-colored parterres of flowers... alive with the movement of waters... A few steps aside in the woods, and palace and gardens would have vanished from view, as by magic, to make room again for the undisturbed loveliness and majestic wilderness of Nature. Farther on, perhaps, a bend in the road would open up an unexpected vista, where, in the [remote] distance, the work of art, like a realized fairy dream, would show through the dark firs, glowing in the light of the setting sun, or rising over the mysterious darkness of the valley where, here and there, the tiny sparkles of lighted candles would glow.46

Again a cascade of impressions engulfs us; we recognize the admixture of identifiably Romantic language: remote distance, the glow of a setting sun, dusky valleys, even fairies. Pückler shows that he can transport his readers “as if by magic.” And yet, even though this is an imaginary site imbued with emotion, the outside world has not been entirely left behind.

Thus, we see how Pückler’s descriptions of landscape combine the pastoral and the romantic, Hirschfeld transformed by way of Novalis. I am not aware of his admitting to these influences, but this is not to say they were not in play. Indeed, “playful” is an adjective appropriate to much of Pückler’s Weltanschauung and occasionally to his inventive use of literary convention. In a sober discussion of the advantages of a visible boundary between a garden and park, for instance, he leads our eye from the nearby colors of lawn and flowers to the distant landscape

... with its broad sweeps of grass, tall, dark, and interwoven by nothing but simple wildflowers—so lovely, when the wind caresses it sensually, like a young man running his fingers through the flowing tresses of his beloved, or when merry reapers dally there amidst the fragrant mounds of hay, while the smiling sun sends down its flashes of light.47

This is genuine Pückler—a ravishing combination of pastoral with a frisson of sexuality and a little light-hearted frivolity.

Paragone

As we have seen, the language of garden description practiced by Hirschfeld and Pückler attempts a poetic re-creation of experience. The in-
adequacy of words to fully evoke such feelings is a recurrent lament and part of a tradition reaching back to Homer, a method of exalting the subject of a panegyric dubbed by Curtius the “inexpressibility topos.”

Pückler plays on this trope, at one point confessing—with a hint of melancholy—that reality, compared to art, is at best slightly disappointing, that only art can capture our fantasies and make us truly happy. Elsewhere, however, he bemoans the inadequacy of “poor language, condemned to eternal repetition” to capture the glories of a natural scene.

Which does he believe? Can art—a garden or garden writing—trump, or at least match, the power of nature itself? And can nature be challenged by the actual creation of a landscape garden?

The traditional debate of the paragone was initially cast as an allegorical competition between poetry and painting, later sometimes encompassing sculpture and architecture. Garden art was not included. Indeed, “landscape” was a relatively new genre within the visual arts and had only slowly risen in esteem until by Hirschfeld’s time it was not only much admired, but actual gardens were praised for their “picturesqueness,” their resemblance to painting. Garden art became a credible rival to the sister arts by its association with painting. Hirschfeld returns to this topic several times, at one point judging gardening against architecture and, in a section entitled “On Garden Art as a Fine Art,” against painting, where he concludes that “at base the art of gardening is as superior to landscape painting as nature is to a copy. None of the mimetic arts is more entwined with nature herself, which is to say more natural, than the art of gardens. Here the portrayal is merged with the actual.”

In the Hints, Pückler expands on this trope, indulging in a kind of capriccio on the paragone. Since for him the art of landscape gardening, which he calls “nature painting” (Naturlmalerei), achieves its epitome where it appears as “unbounded nature, yet in her most noble form” (freie Natur, jedoch in ihrer edelsten Form). He compares it with drama as well, since these are the only arts to choose nature itself as their material and as the true object of representation. He sees both as precarious, but gives the advantage to garden art, which he goes on to consider in relation to music. With coy wit he proposes that if architecture can be called “frozen music,” then garden art could be dubbed “vegetating music” boasting its own symphonies, adagios, and allegros. The truly gifted designer of gardens can create a perfect unity, but this only reaches its fullest potential and gives it fullest pleasure when harmony has given it life. Here we see Pückler once again reinventing conventional imagery.

In “The Domain of Arnheim,” before recounting Ellison’s final journey, Poe’s narrator takes on the paragone debate and reaches a decisive conclusion:
In the most enchanting of natural landscapes, there will always be found a defect or an excess—many excesses and defects. While the component parts may defy, individually, the highest skill of the artist, the arrangement of these parts will always be susceptible of improvement. In short, no position can be attained on the wide surface of the natural earth, from which an artistical eye, looking steadily, will not find matter of offence in what is termed the “composition” of the landscape. And yet how unintelligible is this! In all other matters we are justly instructed to regard nature as supreme. With her details we shrink from competition. Who shall presume to imitate the colors of the tulip, or to improve the proportions of the lily of the valley? The criticism which says, of sculpture or portraiture, that here nature is to be exalted or idealized rather than imitated, is in error. No pictorial or sculptural combinations of points of human liveliness do more than approach the living and breathing beauty. In landscape alone is the principle of the critic true; and, having felt its truth here, it is but the headlong spirit of generalization which has led him to pronounce it true throughout all the domains of art.  

Ellison’s speculations on the conditions of bliss, on art, and on how to spend his money to create beauty lead him to conclude, in concert with Novalis, Schlegel, and other Romantics, that his objectives would be best expressed through “poetic sentiment.” But which art can best achieve this ideal? Ellison, who also includes music in his pantheon, deems the art of making a landscape to be triumphant. Thus his conclusion is the same as Hirschfeld’s and Pückler’s. Yet Poe is not, as we have seen, describing an actual garden. Ellison may choose landscape gardening as the greatest art, but the winner in Poe’s paragone is poetic language itself. He demonstrates the power of his vision by taking the reader on a voyage where nature is omnipresent, overpowering, of an unworldly, almost mystical power. We, like Ellison, are “enraptured in an exquisite sense of the strange. The thought of nature still remained, but her character seemed to have undergone modification, there was a weird symmetry, a thrilling uniformity, a wizard propriety in these her works.” In effect, Poe’s description has lost all ties to the real world; it sweeps us along with romantic fervor into a realm where even the sun no longer follows its accustomed path.

***

One could make the case that, although Pückler never fully realized his “garden dreams,” he managed to create enduring gardens and word pictures of gardens that remain, like all landscapes, in a state of becom-
ing. Indeed, he turns to this central trope of the Romantics, the idea of _das Immer-Werdende_, in discussing the difficulties of maintaining Muskau Park, a living work of art. Although he ascribes the image to a comment by Fichte on a quality of language,\(^57\) its use in Friedrich Schlegel’s famous definition of Romanticism is fully apt:

> Romantic poetry is a progressive universal poetry. Its destiny is not merely to reunite all of the different genres and to put poetry in touch with philosophy and rhetoric. Romantic poetry wants to and should combine and fuse poetry and prose, genius and criticism, art poetry and nature poetry. It should make poetry lively and sociable, and make life and society poetic. It should poeticize wit... The Romantic form of poetry is still in the process of becoming. Indeed, that is its true essence, that it is always in the process of becoming and can never be completed.\(^58\)

How reminiscent of the last of Ellison’s four basic principles or “conditions of bliss”: the need to have “an object of unceasing pursuit.”

Like Romantic poetry, a garden can never be complete. As a mutable, living creation it is changeable in its essence. Pückler calls this “die Schattenseite unserer Kunst” (the dark side of our art) and sees it as both an advantage and a disadvantage. Additionally, however, a garden is a work of art and, like a text whose meaning can never be entirely pinned down, always open to re-interpretation. Pückler believed that an ideal garden should evoke a powerful emotional impact, and he aimed for a similar effect in his romantically charged descriptions. Accordingly, he engages us, his readers, in pathetic fallacies reminiscent of Novalis, in order that we experience the power of nature through words, images, and rhetorical structure. This is the quality that attracted Poe, whose vision of Arnheim fully dissolves the boundary between nature and artifice.

At the end of the _Hints_, Pückler takes his departure from the reader with Horatian melancholy, musing on how one might best contribute to the world. He concludes that whereas politics cannot be for everyone, a still greater good can be achieved by a landowner who valiantly strives to improve Mother Earth. For Pückler, _das Immer-Werdende_ is at once a literary trope and an allusion to the obstacles inherent in any attempt to manipulate nature. Perhaps what we glimpse in his verbal renderings of landscape is a yearning for expectations that he recognizes can be fulfilled only on the page.
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